
Donald Trump and Twitter

One of the distinctive feature of Trump’s candidacy has been his use of so-
cial media, particularly Twitter, something that has helped drive interest in his 

campaign. The former reality TV show host uses the medium like few other poli-
ticians do, and it has paid off for him. Thanks to his Tweets, his campaign attrac-
ted a ton of free publicity.

His openness has also been a double-edged sword, however, because it has al-
lowed him to speak his mind freely. The angrier, more negative tweets from Do-
nald Trump’s Twitter account are mostly written by the presidential candidate 
himself, while campaign staffers are responsible for the calmer announcements 
and pictures, according to an analysis by a data scientist.

Will that behavior attract his fans’ attention, or cause more people to see him as 
emotionally and psychologically ineligible for office?

http://fortune.com/2016/09/30/trump-twitter-rant/ 
——————————————————————————————— 
A) True / false  ? Quote the text in order to justify your answer: 
1- The more Donald Trump posts on social media,  
 the more interested people get in his campaign.          True O   False  O    We don’t know O 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

2 - Donald Trump uses Twitter like any other politicians.                         True O   False  O    We don’t know O
………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

3 - Donald Trump pays Twitter to advertise his campaign.                       True O   False  O    We don’t know O
………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

4 - Donald Trump use of Twitter has helped him gain more supporters.  True O   False  O    We don’t know O
……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

5 - Donald Trump use of Twitter has convinced people 
    that he should not be elected president. 
                 True O   False  O    We don’t know O 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

6 - Donald Trump’s political campaign committee members 
    agree with him speaking his mind freely    
                  True O   False  O    We don’t know O

………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

7 - According to this article, social media has a negative 
 influence on Donald Trump’s campaign.             True O   False  O    We don’t know O

………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/twitter
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/richard-north-patterson/too-sick-to-lead-the-leth_b_10086768.html
http://fortune.com/2016/09/30/trump-twitter-rant/


 

 

2) React to a Donald Trump’s tweets !  
Make a comment to express your personal opinion regarding Donald Trump’s post

………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 


